Burger King Whopper Jr Calories - sun365.me
whopper jr burger king bk com - our whopper jr sandwich features one savory flame grilled beef patty topped with juicy
tomatoes fresh lettuce creamy mayonnaise ketchup crunchy pickles and sliced white onions on a soft sesame seed bun,
burger king whopper jr nutrition facts - burger king whopper jr nutrition facts burger king whopper sandwiches whopper jr
burger king whopper jr s contain between 340 380 calories depending on your choice of options whopper jr s from burger
king come in 2 options choose from the options below to see the full nutrition facts ingredients and allergen information,
burger king whopper jr - the same big whopper taste but in a regular size a mouth watering flame grilled beef patty topped
with fresh tomatoes crisp lettuce tangy pickles and crunchy onions served on a toasted sesame seed bun and flavored with
creamy mayo and ketchup, burger king whopper calories and nutrition facts fast food - the original whopper sandwich
is a quarter pound of flame grilled beef with tomatoes lettuce mayonnaise ketchup pickles and onions on a sesame seed
bun burger king s signature sandwich contains allergens such as eggs soy and wheat which can lead to allergic reactions
how many calories does a whopper have a whopper has 660 calories, calories in whopper jr calorie fat carb fiber
protein - calories in whopper jr based on the calories fat protein carbs and other nutrition information submitted for whopper
jr calories in burger king whopper jr, calories in burger king whopper jr sandwich and nutrition facts - there are 310
calories in a 1 sandwich serving of burger king whopper jr sandwich get full nutrition facts for other burger king products and
all your other favorite brands, whopper jr sandwich burger king - it s a little whopper sandwich with the same big taste
featuring a savoury flame grilled beef patty topped with juicy tomatoes fresh cut lettuce creamy mayonnaise crunchy pickles
and sliced white onions on a toasted sesame seed bun, whopper jr with cheese burger king - our whopper jr sandwich
features one savory flame grilled beef patty topped with juicy tomatoes fresh cut lettuce american cheese creamy
mayonnaise crunchy pickles and sliced white onions on a soft sesame seed bun served with a small side of piping hot thick
cut french fries or golden onion rings and a small fountain drink of your choice to make it a meal, calories in burger king
nutrition carbohydrate and calorie - find out how many calories are in burger king calorieking provides nutritional food
information for calorie counters and people trying to lose weight, calories in burger king whopper jr sandwich no bun
and - there are 200 calories in a 1 burger serving of burger king whopper jr sandwich no bun get full nutrition facts for other
burger king products and all your other favorite brands
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